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Abstract: We are investigating spectroscopic devices designed to make in
vivo cervical tissue measurements to detect pre-cancerous and cancerous
lesions. All devices have the same design and ideally should record
identical measurements. However, we observed consistent differences
among them. An experiment was designed to study the sources of variation
in the measurements recorded. Here we present a log additive statistical
model that incorporates the sources of variability we identified. Based on
this model, we estimated correction factors from the experimental data
needed to eliminate the inter-device variability and other sources of
variation. These correction factors are intended to improve the accuracy and
repeatability of such devices when making future measurements on patient
tissue.
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1. Introduction
The goal of our group is to develop technology to diagnose pre-cancerous and cancerous
cervical lesions with in vivo spectroscopic measurements. This technology utilizes reflectance
and fluorescence spectroscopy to assess tissue emission intensity at certain excitation,
emission and remittance wavelengths [1]. We call the current generation of these devices
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Multispectral Digital Colposcope 3 (MDC3). Details may be found in [2–4]. One issue with
with the MDC3 is that the shape and amplitude of the recorded spectra are different across
devices for the same target. Therefore, device specific “correction factors” are needed to make
the measurements consistent across devices.
For purposes of calibration and quality assurance, we make measurements on a daily basis
from square Teflon tiles doped with two types of inorganic fluorophores. There are 4 such
tiles that we refer to as “standards”. We conducted an experiment in which we repeatedly
measured the reflectance and fluorescence spectra from these standards. We present a model
to estimate correction factors for each device and standard. This statistical model provides a
unified way to incorporate the different sources of variation and to assess the accuracy of the
estimates. The correction factors will be used to remove the systematic differences between
devices.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Device description
The MDC3 devices in this study consist of a seven-fiber optic cable. Light from the sample is
received by a single central fiber surrounded by a ring of six illumination fibers. This simple
configuration was adopted because in previous studies we found that small differences in
probe assembly with complex designs resulted in differences that could not be corrected for.
The light source is a Xenon arc lamp inside the device (Fig. 1). The output of the lamp is sent
to a power meter, which measures the total energy of illumination light delivered to the
sample, which is used to normalize the measurements. For the fluorescence measurements,
optical filters are used to produce narrow band excitation light and to restrict the range of
emission light measured by the spectrometer. There are three different fluorescence filter sets
in the device. Additionally, for the white light reflectance measurements, broadband filters are
used. Table 1 below shows the details of the four different filter sets. A single measurement
produces spectra from all four filter sets by quickly rotating filter wheels as well as opening
and closing shutters. A measurement from a standard of all four spectra takes about 1 second.
Table 1. Wavelength ranges for the excitation and detection light.
Description
Filter set 1
Filter set 2
Filter set 3
Filter set 4

White reflectance
Blue fluorescence
Violet fluorescence
UV fluorescence

Excitation range (nm)

Detection range (nm)

No filter
455 - 465
410 - 420
340 - 360

410 - 700
495 - 550
440 - 560
420 - 580

We have four MDC3 devices and four measurement standards. The four MDC devices
were manufactured in a single production run. The standards were ordered in two batches to
identical specifications. In clinical use, we measure the standards prior to tissue measurement
for quality assurance and standardization. Ideally, the devices and standards would be
identical, but there are systematic differences.
2.2 Design of experiment
We conducted an experiment to assess repeatability of the standards measurements. In order
to assess differences between both devices and standards, we measured each standard with
each device. To account for time trends, we made repeated measurements over the day in
three sessions: morning, mid-day and evening. The standard is kept in a plastic receptacle that
has an opening into which the probe is inserted to make a measurement (Fig. 1). Because of
possible effects from variable contact of the probe with the standard, we made five sets of five
measurements for each session. For a given set the probe was kept in the receptacle to make
five measurements; between sets, the probe was removed and reinserted. Therefore, there are
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4 devices × 4 standards × 3 time sessions × 5 sets × of 5 measurements = 1200 spectra
measured for each illumination detection filter set.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) MDC3 device. (b) The spectroscopic probe inserted into the standard receptacle.

Data processing includes background subtraction and wavelength calibration (from pixel
location in the spectrometer to wavelength in nanometers). To correct the measurements for
variation in the intensity of illumination power all the measurements were to be divided by the
power meter measurement. Due to missing values and quality control issues for some of the
optical power measurements, 82 measurements were removed, leaving 1118 measurements.
2.3 Log additive model
We assume a linear response for the device that is wavelength dependent with no additive
terms (it is assumed that offsets are removed by background subtraction). Illumination
amplitude fluctuations are multiplicative factors that are constant across emission
wavelengths. Taking logarithms turns these multiplicative relations into additive effects.
Taking logarithms also reduces dynamic range and makes the variances more uniform. We
posit the following log additive model for measurements from each filter set:

yijk ( )  log Yijk ( )   ( )  lCFDi ( )  lCFS j ( )  lACijk  ijk ( )

(1)

where

Yijk ( ) = measured intensity at wavelength λ.
i, j = 1,2,3,4 for 4 devices and 4 standards respectively.
k = 1, …, Nij, indexes for measurement number for device i and standard j.
λ = wavelength in nanometers.
μ(λ) = grand mean for log of all measurements in a single filter set.

lCFDi ( ) = log of correction factor based on device i.
lCFS j ( ) = log of correction factor based on standard j.
lACijk = log of amplitude correction factor.

ijk ( ) = unexplained variation.
There are no terms in the model for each session or the set within each session. Our results
in section 3 suggested that the time effects are subsumed in the lACijk terms. We will analyze
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those to assess if there are any effects from session and set. Using this log additive model, it is
straight forward to estimate the correction factors and to apply standard statistical methods to
assess the accuracy of estimates.
2.4 Model estimation
To calculate the estimates of each term in Eq. (1) we use analysis of variance (ANOVA) [5]
software. The first step is to fit the wavelength dependent correction factors lCFD and lCFS.
ˆ   be the average of the log of all the measurement at each wavelength, then we have
Let 
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The log of amplitude correction is given by lACˆijk  n 1  ˆijk (1) ( ) with n being the


number of emission wavelengths. The residual is ˆ ijk ( )  ˆ ijk (1) ( )  lACˆijk . The corrected
spectra are then given by

ˆ ( )  lCFS
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log Yijk CF ( )  log Yijk ( )  lCFD
i
j
ijk

(4)

3. Results
We made repeated measurements as described above. Filter set 1, the white reflectance data,
has the most complicated shape as shown in the left plot of Fig. 2. For the fluorescence filter
sets, filter set 4 has the widest range of emission wavelengths and encompasses all of the
structure observed in filter sets 2 and 3. Therefore, we only present the results of filter sets 1
and 4. Below are the plots of the original measurements after pre-processing:

Fig. 2. Plots of the measured spectra color-coded by device.

Note that all plots are in semi-log scale, so the units on the vertical axis are real and not
logarithmic. In Fig. 3, the left hand plots show the corrected spectra as given by Eq. (4) and
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right plots show the residuals defined above. In the left two plots in Fig. 3, the measurements
align very well: we mostly see the blue color for device 4 because it was plotted last.

Fig. 3. (a) (b) - light intensities after applying the correction factors (Log10 plot with original
y-axis scale); (c) (d) - residuals plotted by devices in same scale.

In the Table 2 below, we show the average of percentage of variance explained by each
factor. The effects of device and standard explained most of the variation, which shows the
correction factors are effective for removing most of the variation.
Table 2. Percentage of variance explained by each factor (averaged across wavelength)
% of variation
CFD
CFS
AC
Unexplained

Filter set 1
96.53%
0.27%
3.15%
0.07%

Filter set 2
34.69%
64.50%
1.23%
0.29%

Filter set 3
48.64%
50.63%
1.10%
0.10%

Filter set 4
70.40%
27.28%
2.11%
0.41%

Figure 4 shows the estimates of correction factors by device and standard and their
corresponding 95% confidence intervals. The 95% confidence intervals are given by:

ˆ ( )  1.96 1  w 2 var( y )   w2 var( y )
lCFD
i
i
i
j
j

(5)

j i

with
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Fig. 4. Correction factors by device (exp(lCFDi(λ)) and standard (exp(lCFSj(λ)), with 95%
confidence intervals.

The amplitude correction factors are very similar across all filter sets, but they show
random patterns across session of the day and sets of measurements (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Amplitude correction factors (ACijk = exp(lAC ijk)) estimates for filter set 1. The red lines
separate the sessions. The color codes indicate sets of 5 measurements. Missing values are left
blank.
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In the plot above, we picked some device and standard combinations from filter set 1 to
show how the amplitude correction estimates vary. The fluctuations in amplitude suggest that
we cannot use these estimates to make any consistent corrections to patient measurements.
4. Discussion and conclusions
4.1 Application of the model
The log additive model we proposed provides a unified approach to estimate the correction
factors along with accuracy assessments, i.e. confidence intervals. There are three general
components to the model from the effects of the device, the standard and the amplitude
fluctuations. The first two can be reliably used to correct the differences between devices and
standards. After we applied the correction factor to the raw measurements, the curves align
very well.
The plot of the correction factors for device and standard (Fig. 3) both show some overall
patterns. Device correction factors oscillate along the emission wavelength for all filter sets
and devices and some of them show upward or downward trends. The oscillating pattern of
CFDi(λ) is likely due to the slight differences in lamp spectra and the spectral transmission of
the components in the optical pathway, particularly the interference coatings on the hot
mirror, excitation-emission filters, and the anti-reflection coatings on the projection and
collimation lens elements. The correction factor for device 2 (CFD2(λ)) has a different trend
compared to the other three. Later we found that this was because one of the elements in the
excitation projection lens was positioned in a backward position. This was then corrected.
Standard correction factors are quite different across filter sets. Correction factors for filter
set 1 are all small in magnitude. Standards 1 and 2, which were ordered in the first batch,
apparently have higher level of fluorophores than standards 3 and 4, which were in the later
batch, and the relative concentrations of the fluorophores vary across the batches. We believe
this variation reflects batch to batch differences that one can expect to occur.
The amplitude correction estimates ACijk are constant across wavelength and are highly
consistent across filter sets. We only show some of them for filter set 1. They have distinct
patterns over time. We believe that these are not due to any long term trends in the device
(heating, system component expansion etc.), but likely due to fluctuations in the arc lamp
output and arc position over time and so there is no way to obtain real corrections for these
variations in patient measurements without additional information. Components to obtain this
needed additional information are being added to the MDC devices.
One important application is to use these estimates for quality control purposes. Our
recommendation is when taking a new standard measurement, take the log10 of the spectra
and then subtract out both the device and standard correction factors and log10 of the grand
mean, if the result is outside of a certain confidence range, we will classify the measurement
as an outlier and recommend a repeat measurement. This confidence range is calculated as the
six-sigma [6] interval for the amplitude correction estimates from our experiment for the
given device and standard.
During the patient measurement in the clinic, we propose to make one standard
measurement right before the patient in vivo tissue measurement. For this standard
measurement, if we don’t reject it based on the above criteria, the patient tissue measurement
will be multiplied by 10-lCFD to obtain the device corrected spectrum.
4.2 Further investigations
One problem with this model is that the residual variance is not constant across all emission
wavelengths. We could use a wavelength dependent weight to refine the model fitting with a
two-stage algorithm.
There is also an issue with updating the correction factor estimates. Since we suggest
taking a standard measurement right before the patient measurement and we believe the
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device performance may change over time, it may give greater accuracy if our estimated
correction factors evolve accordingly.
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